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If the snowy slopes are calling
... explore the gateway to Alps

KI two countries in one day
and should you still be
starved of challenge you can
take on the women’s downhill Olympic run on the way.
Did you ever feel slightly out of
your league? That was my nervous
reaction listening to super skier
journalist colleagues — mostly Canadians, French and a few intrepid
Swedish females (the way they ski
some clearly emerged from the
womb already attached to skis).
They are mapping out the day
ahead queuing for our rental equipment in Sestriere on the renowned
Via Lattea (Milky Way) in the midst
of the beautiful Italian Alps.
Until the founder of Fiat Giovanni Agnelli decided back in 1934 that
the glitterati of industrial northern
Italy needed somewhere ritzy for
their adrenalin rush closer to home
than St Moritz or Verbier, Sestriere
was no more than a piece of extremely barren mountain.
Less than two hours by road from
Turin this was the world’s first purpose built ski resort. Pre and post
war Sestriere went on to become an
international jet set haunt. It’s heyday as a super fashionable resort is
long past apart from the glitzy ski
wear boutiques and gourmet restaurants showcasing Piedmont’s
legendry food and top wines.
Nowadays Sestriere is the domain of more ordinary skiers, Italians and international including
increasing numbers of Irish skiers
(with direct flights to Turin — five
times weekly during the winter season) drawn to nearby extensive ski
terrain suitable for all abilities, a
reliable snow record and reasonable prices.
The draw for me on our annual
International Ski Journalists
(SCIJ) week away of skiing, socialising and a Grand Slalom and cross
country races, was an opportunity
to see something of Turin first.
Gentle non challenging sightseeing, a bit of shopping and café
crawling for a day and a half is a
great contrast to the rigours of
skiing, hauling all that ski rental
equipment around and the knee
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ISABEL CONWAY explores the snowy slopes of
Sestriere and discovers one of Italy’s greatest cities
Turin, gateway to the Italian Alps, on the way
knocking sensation of exiting the
top of a chair lift into zero visibility.
Stylish Turin at the foot of the
Alps is much more than a gateway
to the mountains. It is one of Italy’s
great cities, bursting with museums and culture, bustling yet
wa l ke r f r i e n d l y f u l l o f g r a n d
squares and small hidden piazzas
with their cosy pavement cafes and
interesting mix of ancient and modern architecture. It is also home of
the famous Turin Shroud, Fiat cars
and Juventus football team.
A viewing of the shroud turns out
to be an anti-climax. The relic is
kept well hidden in a casket and
visitors view a screening of somewhat confusing diagrams pointing
to where the face hands and feet of
Christ are supposedly imprinted.
The latest technical research dates
the Shroud as no earlier than the
14th century so suspension of disbelief comes in handy.
We were instantly seduced by
sunshine and style wandering towards Piazza Vittorio Veneto along
arcades, covered walkways, stopping for the best cappuccino (€1.50)
I have ever drunk at historic Caffe
Mulassano in the city’s central Baroque Piazza Castello.
In the afternoon we took the
city’s hop on hop off sightseeing

bus — perfect for those strapped for
time — getting our bearings of all
the main sights, out into the suburbs and into hillsides dotted with
industrialists mansions and superb
mountain views, crossing the Po
river back and forth. The commentary was eclectic: Men from Torino
(Turin) back in the 17th century
were the most argumentative in the
country drawing their swords at
the blink of an eye; the first package holidays were introduced by
vineyard owners in the late 18th
century to boost their incomes, vermouth was born in Turin and the
banks of the financial district used
to house all the convents and monasteries.
Turin also known as the ‘capitol
of taste’ is famous for its wonderful
chocolate, cakes and ice cream and
reputedly the city invented the
choc ice known as a “Pinguino”.
Our tasting menu at Tabernalibraria (tabernalibraria.to.it) featuring
regional specialities washed down
with a red Nebbiolo 2013 (€24) was
superb, especially the Ravioli with
truffles. As the owner’s wife hails
from Newry Irish guests are assured a warm welcome here.
Arriving late on Sunday night in
snowy floodlit Sestriere the piste
bashers are out in force on the

WANDERING THROUGH TURIN: One of the city’s many bridges across the river Po.

slopes that start steps away from
our hotel Villaggio Olimpico. The
cavernous hotel was built for the
2006 winter Olympics alpine events.
Reminders of Sestriere’s beginnings are still evident from the fascist style block buildings since softened by high round towers poking
out from them like monstrous
chimneys.
On the high slopes above Sestriere awesome mountain peaks
abound. The sharp outline of one
was instantly familiar and eventually I found out why. We film buffs
have been looking at it our entire
movie going lives. The 3820 metre
high Mont Viso is the one surrounded by stars used by Paramount pictures as the opening
scene in all their movies.
Sometimes called ‘the bright star
of the Milky Way constellation’ Sestriere ticks off all the facilities for a
great winter sport break amid
beautiful Alpine scenery with plenty of inexpensive cosy mountain
restaurants. La Coche where I
eventually arrived exhausted that
first day, was picture perfect.
Rifugio Aquila Nera another
authentic skiers high mountain hideaway featured polenta and typical Piemonte food. Covered in snow
some us looked like polar explorers
on arrival having all but missed
this welcome refuge in the thick fog
ravenous with hunger and thirst...
part and parcel of what makes a ski
holiday such a treat.
HOW TO GET THERE
Ryan Air (www.ryanair.com)
flies Dublin to Turin, with early
March fares from €35 one way. Aer
Lingus (www.aerlingus.com)Dublin to Milan Linate daily with train
connections to Turin.
WHERE TO STAY
Try Hotel Genio close to central
station (www.hotelgenio.it).
See www.turismotorino.org/en
for further information on Turin
and Sestriere.
BOOKINGS
Crystal ski holidays brochure
and www.crystalski.ie feature ski
and flight packages to Sestriere,
visit your local travel agent.
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My favourite
holidays
Christy Leahy is co-curator of Ballincollig
Winter Festival, from January 24 to 29,
featuring The Frank & Walters, Mick Flannery, Dirk Powell and Sarah Jarosz,
seewww.wintermusicfestival.ie for more
■ Q: Where was your favourite childhood
holiday, and why?
■ Sunday trips to Garryvoe! Memories of
rapidly melting 99s in the hand and the hurling
blaring out of the Ford Cortina radio while
trying to cobble together enough coins for another round of crazy golf... and of course the
curse of the red-headed sunburn.
■ Q: Where was your favourite holiday as an
adult, and why?
■ A recent trip to Sardegna will be hard to beat;
great food (I could go into detail), great wine
and a house beside the most beautiful
beaches. I’ve also learned the art of sun cream
application which helps enormously.
■ Q: What is your favourite short-break city
and why?
■ Cork! I live close to Rome so the choice
couldn’t be more obvious. In between return
visits to Cork I love to visit Sermoneta, a little
medieval village in the hills close to my home
for melting ice creams after Sunday lunch... old
habits die hard.
■ Q: Which city or country have you never
visited that you would love to see, and why?
■ Cuba. I’m head over heels in love with their
music and I’m certain the pace of life there
would suit me perfectly.

BRIGHTEN up your winter with a trip to
the Holiday World Show this month. The
event runs at the RDS Simmonscourt
from January 27 to 29 and will feature
more than 1,000 travel professionals from
around the world to plan
your dream holiday and
take advantage of showonly specials and deals.
Whether you’re seeking that once-in-a lifetime
trip, planning a well deserved family holiday or
making plans for a romantic getaway, the Holiday World Show
will have it all.
2017 sees the return of Aer Lingus, the
Greek National Tourism Organisation and
the Italian State Tourist Board to the
show, for the first time in many years, as
well as an array of new exhibitors attending for the very first time, including Argentina, Japan National Tourist Organisation, Grand American Adventures, Pristine Mountain Adventure, Explore St.
Louis, Bespoke India Travel and Botswana
Tourism Organisation.
Pat Dawson, CEO of the Irish Travel
Agents Association (ITAA) said, “The Holiday World Show is a fantastic event for
travel agents and consumers alike. It is a
great opportunity for our members to display their holiday products while offering
invaluable travel advice to members of the
public.
“Every year there’s such an array of culture, vibrancy and excitement packed into
the RDS Simmonscourt, it is the perfect
place to be inspired and the only place to
get outstanding show only holiday deals!”
For up to date information on Holiday
World Show 2017 and to see the full list of
exhibitors visit www.holidayworldshow.com

